
Lioness of tHe nortH

Lioness of the North can be used as  
a  NPC,  pre-made  character,  or  
information  for  a  new  character 
class. When used as a NPC, decide 
the  level  of  the  character  in  
advance.  Lioness'  usually  are 
females of northern barbaric tribes.

CLASS INFORMATION 

HD: 1d6
Primary Attributes: DEX 11+, CHA 
11+
Armor/Shield permitted: Armor up to 
Chain, no shield.
Weapons permitted: Lioness are 
trained to be proficient with axes and 
spears. They do know how to use other 
weapons, too, but cannot use their 
special abilities doing so. Daggers and 
knives are more a tool than a weapon.
Alignment: Neutral, but lawful.
Save: As Fighters
Level advancement: As Fighters, 
except get +1 to HP two levels earlier.
Special  powers: They  can  use  their 
powers as often as they want to, if they 
success a CHA roll (1d20 under). If not, 
the Lion Spirit doesn't contact her until 
combined rest time of 16 hours.

SPECIAL POWERS 

Every time the power is evoked, a successful CHA test is 
needed (roll 1d20 under your CHA score). Otherwise the 
spirit  of  the  lion  won't  contact  her  until  after  next 
combined 16 hours  of  rest.  Lions  can  be  lazy  too,  you 
know.

The power's level not only indicates in what level Lioness 
learns it,  but also half  of  the level  (round down) is  the 
penalty to the CHA roll.

Level 1, Spirit Proficiency: The Lion Spirit gives its 
combat powers to aid her. Treat axes and spears as +1 
weapons for the rest of the combat (additional +1 for 
every 5 levels starting from third).

Level 3, Protect: Lion Spirit is keen to protect weaker in 
battle, as it sees them as cubs. When this power is 
evoked, all 3 or more levels lower allies around the 
Lioness in 20 ft. radius gain +1 to AC and saves for as 
many rounds as Lioness' level is.

Level 5, Huntress:  Evoking the Spirit, if the cover she 
stands in is at least waist-deep, she can blend in and 
automatically surprise her opponent, without a surprise 
roll.

Level 7, Mighty Roar: The fierce Lion Spirit channels 
through Lioness scaring her opponents making them flee 
in terror. As much as CHA check successes, HD's of 
opponents flee two rounds (with a roll result 5 against 
CHA 13, total of 8 HD worth of opponents will flee).

Level 9, The Great Spirit: The Lion's spirit is strong, 
resilient, and fearless. +2 to STR, CON, and saves against 
mind effects. Duration: level / 3 rounds (round down).

BACKGROUND  

For women of northern barbarian tribes, the spirit of the 
lion  is  strong  as  the  spirits  of  wolves  and  bears  are 
favored  by  men.  The  woman  warriors  go  through  an 
initiate rite to evoke the Lion Spirit, to protect their tribe 
as strong warriors.

It  might sound weird that an animal  spirit  of  south has 
ventured into the realms of snow, ice, and mountains. But 
the northern women are strong in spirit, thus the mighty 
Lion Spirit has found worthy warriors there to give its aid.

The  Lioness  are  not  only  fierce  warriors,  killers,  and 
protectors, but also kind and nurturing characters. They 
are highly valued members of their tribe, even above their 
male counterparts!
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